VEGAN APPLICATIONS
AND FILLINGS.
Innovative and new applications require quality products.
For your bestsellers in the near future.

S

Vegan Soft Cake 100 %
DE00389925 | 25 kg

The vegan soft cake is a convenience product oriented for the
rational all-in process of fruit and sponge cakes, for Guglhupf
and similar applications. The use of water and edible oil ensures
easy application, in addition, the viscous mass guarantees perfect
machine processing.

H

Vegan Hazelnut Filling 30 %,
UTZ MB K
DE00525825 | 25 kg

The vegan hazelnut filling with 30 % hazelnut content is characterized by excellent taste, high water absorption and optimal
processing. The application results in a tasty and visually appealing hazelnut strudel.

V

Baking Cream Vanilleschnecke, HG-BH/EU
DE00393225 | 25 kg

Fine, full-bodied and palm-free – the baking cream vanilla with
natural bourbon vanilla flavoring is suitable with its special
recipe for the processing and application of baked goods with a
long shelf life. In addition, the finished cream may be referred as
vanilla cream.

A

Almond Filling, HG-BH/EU
CZ00550110 | 10 kg

The almond filling HG-BH/EU guarantees a fine contour – it is
also characterized by excellent taste and good processing. We
use only barn eggs for this filling and guarantee an almond
content of 27 %.

P

Traditional Austrian Poppy Seed Filling,
HG-FL/AT, UTZ MB
DE00515125 | 25 kg

This powdered poppy seed filling with 50 % gray poppy seeds
guarantees excellent taste and high safety. We use for this filling
exclusively eggs from Austrian free-range farming certified
through Agro Vet.

P

Poppy Seed Filling, HG-BH/EU
DE00533125 | 25 kg

The HG-BH/EU poppy seed filling, consisting of selected poppy
seeds, is stabilized in a special process so that the full spectrum
of aromas is retained. The product is well suited for all common
pastries, such as poppy seed buns.
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